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Introduction
The consumption of  food is necessary for our everyday survival and is promoted by an intricate network of  
complex homeostatic and hedonic interactions. Hunger is a motivational state considered as an endpoint 
of  these elements; it ensures that we actively seek out food when necessary. However, hunger is not only 
the result of  simple energy deficiency; it has emerged as a product of  a complex biopsychological and envi-
ronmental interaction. Given the rapid development of  obesity worldwide, a better understanding of  the 
interaction between the encoding of  food in the brain reward network and homeostatic energy regulation is 
of  paramount importance for the development of  new treatment strategies.

BACKGROUND. Food intake is guided by homeostatic needs and by the reward value of food, yet 
the exact relation between the two remains unclear. The aim of this study was to investigate the 
influence of different metabolic states and hormonal satiety signaling on responses in neural 
reward networks.

METHODS. Twenty-three healthy participants underwent functional magnetic resonance imaging 
while performing a task distinguishing between the anticipation and the receipt of either food- or 
monetary-related reward. Every participant was scanned twice in a counterbalanced fashion, both 
during a fasted state (after 24 hours fasting) and satiety. A functional connectivity analysis was 
performed to investigate the influence of satiety signaling on activation in neural reward networks. 
Blood samples were collected to assess hormonal satiety signaling.

RESULTS. Fasting was associated with sensitization of the striatal reward system to the 
anticipation of food reward irrespective of reward magnitude. Furthermore, during satiety, 
individual ghrelin levels were associated with increased neural processing during the expectation of 
food-related reward.

CONCLUSIONS. Our findings show that physiological hunger stimulates food consumption by 
specifically increasing neural processing during the expectation (i.e., incentive salience) but not the 
receipt of food-related reward. In addition, these findings suggest that ghrelin signaling influences 
hedonic-driven food intake by increasing neural reactivity during the expectation of food-related 
reward. These results provide insights into the neurobiological underpinnings of motivational 
processing and hedonic evaluation of food reward.

TRIAL REGISTRATION. ClinicalTrials.gov NCT03081585.
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Specifically, mesocorticolimbic reward pathways have been identified as important neural components 
influencing our eating patterns. The neural processing of  food rewards can be divided into the desire to eat 
food prompted via incentive motivation (“wanting”), i.e., the assignment of  incentive values to food-related 
cues, and the perceived “pleasure” during the receipt of  food reward (“liking,” ref. 1). Although still dis-
puted, these components are thought to be subserved by separable neural substrates that can be partially 
manipulated and measured in an independent fashion (2). Incentive delay tasks are commonly used to 
investigate these mechanisms in human subjects, since this paradigm allows separation of  both phases.

Activity in the striatum, a key region of  the mesolimbic reward network, has been consistently observed 
during the anticipation of  both monetary- and food-related rewards (3, 4). Furthermore, this region is 
involved in the control of  food intake and interacts closely with the signal of  energy homeostasis (5). 
Food-specific reactivity in this region has been related to success in weight-loss programs (6), and, in a 
previous study from our group, we observed a relation between food-related anticipatory ventral striatal 
activation and impaired hormonal satiety signaling (7). On the other hand, activation in the orbitofrontal 
cortex (OFC) is often found when receiving rewards and has been ascribed a role in reward evaluation 
(8). The lateral OFC (lOFC) has been described as the secondary gustatory cortex (9); activation in this 
region has been linked to the current reward values of  tastes (10, 11), subjective feeling of  appetite (12), 
and individual BMI levels (13–15). Repetitive transcranial magnetic stimulation of  the left lOFC has been 
found to reduce the desire for food consumption (16). Finally, the medial OFC (mOFC) is relevant for the 
evaluation of  food reward (17) and has been related to the subjective experiences of  pleasantness (18). In a 
previous report, we found an association between activation in the mOFC during the receipt phase of  the 
food incentive delay (FID) task and bulimic-type eating disorders (19).

Physiological hunger is considered to increase the sensitivity of  these circuits to food-related stimuli 
(20) via homeostatic gut-brain signaling (21). However, the exact interaction between homeostatic states 
and the two phases of  neural food reward still remains unknown. It has been observed that the reinforcing 
value of  electrical stimulation of  the brain reward network is enhanced during a state of  physiological hun-
ger (22), which suggests a general stimulatory effect on reward perception (21). Furthermore, both dopa-
minergic as well as opioid signaling, which are crucial during the processing of  the anticipation or receipt 
of  rewards, respectively (23), have been found to be affected by homeostatic satiety signaling (5, 24–26). 
However, studies investigating neural reactivity to food stimuli found both baseline as well as reward-lev-
el-dependent homeostasis-induced increases in dopamine (27–29) and opioid signaling (30, 31). Therefore, 
it still remains unclear whether mesolimbic reward signaling during a fasted state is generally increased 
irrespective of  reward modality or if  it is only increased for food reward. Furthermore, even if  physiologi-
cal hunger only increases reactivity to food stimuli, it remains unknown if  this increase is contingent with 
reward level, i.e., fasting induces stronger reactions to cues indicating higher reward but not to cues indi-
cating no reward, or if  reactivity of  the brain reward network to food reward is elevated during fasting in a 
“hyperactive general fashion,” i.e., it reacts strongly to all levels of  food reward.

Ghrelin is a brain-gut peptide that plays an important role in energy homeostasis and the regulation 
of  hunger (32). Furthermore, it is well-known to regulate rewarding aspects of  eating, thereby increasing 
food-seeking behavior (33, 34). It has been found that intravenous administration of  ghrelin increases the 
incentive value of  food cues (35) and ghrelin has been associated with alcohol cravings (36), indicating 
a role of  ghrelin in more “general” reward processing. However, the exact role of  ghrelin in feeding 
behavior as well as hedonic processing of  food cues still remains unclear (32). Previous studies found 
that postprandial reductions in ghrelin are associated with reduced signaling in reward-related areas of  
the brain (37). Furthermore, during satiety, ghrelin levels have been found to be related to hedonic eat-
ing, both in normal weight (38) as well as obese individuals (39), which points to a role of  ghrelin in the 
“consumption of  food for pleasure” when sated (40).

To investigate the influence of  fasting on specific subcomponents of  food reward processing, we used 
functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to compare blood oxygen level–dependent (BOLD) activ-
ity during the processing of  food- and monetary-related rewards between different physiological states in 
healthy women. Since previous studies mostly delivered food reward in a passive manner (41) or used dif-
ferent task designs for different types of  reward, we employed both a monetary-related as well as a food-re-
lated incentive delay task and used the same task design for both conditions to be able to directly compare 
both types of  reward (Figure 1). We previously showed (7, 15, 19) that the fMRI task employed in this study 
is able to probe typical, both food and monetary, reward-related brain regions. The monetary reward condi-
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tion was used to assess whether satiety status would influence reward processing independently of  reward 
modality, i.e., induce a “general” increase of  brain reward functioning. Participants were scanned twice 
in a counterbalanced fashion, once after having fasted for 24 hours and once immediately after lunch. To 
increase the specificity of  our analyses, we focused on predefined regions of  interest (ROIs) in the ventral 
striatum (VS) as well as lOFC and mOFC. Since ghrelin has been discussed as a potential “link” between 
fasting and increased reward behavior (42) by stimulating the mesolimbic reward circuitry (34), and has 
been found to enhance the response to food stimuli in various brain areas involved in the processing of  food 
reward (43), we decided to primarily focus on ghrelin signaling.

We focused on the VS during the expectation phase, since this region has been consistently related to 
the anticipated value of  a rewarding outcome (44, 45). During the reward receipt, we focused on regions 
within the OFC, notably the mOFC, which has been previously related to subjective pleasantness ratings 
during food consumption (8), and the lOFC, which has been described as part of  the secondary gustatory 
cortex (9). To examine the influence of  individual differences in hormonal hunger signaling on neural pro-
cessing, we investigated the association between brain activation and individual ghrelin levels. Finally, to 
investigate differences between satiety states in reward modality-independent interactions in the mesolim-
bic reward network, we performed a resting-state functional connectivity analysis. Previous studies inves-
tigating this issue observed conflicting results, with some studies observing connectivity differences in the 
brain reward network between satiety states (46) while others did not (47). These observed differences have 
been discussed as a potential biological marker for obesity (48).

Results
Subjects. Twenty-three healthy controls were enrolled in the study. Demographic and clinical characteristics 
are provided in Table 1. Hormonal satiety parameters derived from the participants’ blood samples prior to 
measurement as well as hunger ratings confirmed their satiety status (Table 2).

Behavioral performance. Reaction times during the FID task were influenced by reward level (F(1,22) 
= 8.89, P = 0.001, n = 23, repeated-measures ANOVA) but not by metabolic state (F(1,22) = 2.69, P 
= 0.115). When expecting 10 snack points (SP), participants reacted quicker when hungry than when 
sated (t(23) = –2.268, P = 0.033, 2-tailed t test). Reaction times during the monetary incentive delay 
(MID) task were also influenced by reward level (F(1,21) = 13.10, P < 0.001, n = 22) but not by meta-
bolic state (F(1,21) = 0.47, P = 0.499).

Imaging data — expectation of  food reward. We found that phasic, i.e., stimulus-dependent activity in 
the VS was related to reward level during the expectation of  both food- and monetary-related rewards 
(Figure 2A and Figure 3A). Furthermore, we observed a tonic increase (i.e., independent of  reward level) 
in the VS when expecting food reward during the fasted state compared with satiety. Figure 4 illustrates 
the interaction effect between satiety status and reward level during the expectation phase. For food 
reward, lines for both the left and right VS are parallel, which indicates no interaction between satiety 
state and reward level. The main effect of  satiety state (i.e., tonic increase) is revealed in the vertical dis-
tance (magnitude of  percentage signal change) between the two lines, and the main effect of  reward level 
is revealed in the slope of  each line.

Expectation of  monetary reward. The anticipation of  monetary-related reward in the VS was not 
influenced by satiety state. As displayed in Figure 4, the slope of  each line also revealed a main effect 
of  reward level, but there were no significant vertical differences between the two lines (i.e., no signif-
icant effect of  satiety level).

Receipt of  food reward. Phasic activity in the mOFC and lOFC was influenced by reward level during 
the receipt of  food reward, but we did not observe a tonic increase in activity during the fasted state 
(Figure 2B and Figure 5).

Receipt of  monetary reward. The receipt of  monetary reward was not related to satiety state and only 
related to reward level for the mOFC (Figure 3B). However, we observed an interaction between satiety 
state and activation in the mOFC during the receipt of  monetary reward. Figure 5 indicates that while there 
was no interaction for the 1-EUR and 20-cent conditions, we observed that fasting apparently increases 
brain activation for the 0-EUR condition. However, a follow-up t test revealed no significant difference 
between fasted and satiated state (paired t test: P = 0.308). The interaction between reward type (food- vs. 
monetary-related reward) and metabolic state (fasted state vs. sated state) remained insignificant for all 
OFC ROIs (all P values > 0.463).
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Differences between food and monetary reward 
processing. To statistically assess differences 
between brain activation during the processing 
of  food and monetary reward, we performed 
a 3-way ANOVA with reward modality, sati-
ety state, and reward level as independent 
variables and percentage signal change as the 
dependent variable. There was no significant 
3-way interaction either during the expecta-
tion of  reward (right and left VS) or during the 
receipt of  reward in the right OFC and lOFC. 
Only the mOFC displayed a significant 3-way 
interaction (mOFC, F(2,42) = 3.39, P = 0.043, 
n = 22) during the receipt of  reward. However, 
the interaction between modality and reward 
level as well as between modality and satiety 
state in the mOFC was not significant (F(2,42) 
= 2.43, P = 0.1, F(2,42) = 0.06, P = 0.939, 

respectively). To further examine potential differences between modalities, we also looked at the interaction 
between modality and satiety state (i.e., independently of  reward level). We found a significant interaction 
for the right and left VS (F(1,21) = 4.86, P = 0.039 and F(1,21) = 5.05, P = 0.035, respectively) but not for 
the OFC ROIs (all P values > 0.463). However, post-hoc tests (2-sample t tests) revealed no significant dif-
ferences between modalities for the right and left VS (all P values > 0.056).

Correlational analyses. When investigating the relation between brain activation and hormonal satiety 
parameters, we found a positive correlation between VS activation during the expectation of  a high food 
reward (10 SP) and ghrelin levels in the satiated state (Figure 6A). Furthermore, we found that maximal 
lifetime weight was negatively related to VS activation during the expectation of  a high food reward (10 SP) 
in the fasted state (Figure 6B).

Functional connectivity analysis. To determine the influence of  satiety state on the spontaneous orga-
nization of  the reward network, we performed a resting-state functional connectivity analysis. We per-
formed a spatial group independent component analysis (ICA) and employed a spatial correlation to 
identify the reward network from the resulting components (see Figures 7 and 8). However, we failed 
to observe an increased connectivity within the brain reward network during the fasted state when 
compared with satiety (Figure 8).

Discussion
To our knowledge, this is the first study directly comparing reward-related brain activation between differ-
ent satiety states during the processing of  food and monetary rewards using an incentive delay task. Our 
main finding indicates that fasting induced a reward-level independent increase of  neural processing during 
the expectation but not the receipt of  food-related reward. This hyperactivation of  the reward system was 
specific to food, as we observed no metabolic influence on monetary reward processing and resting-state 
connectivity of  the brain reward network. Finally, individual ghrelin levels were related to increased food 
reward processing in the VS when sated.

During the expectation of  rewards, satiety status had a differential effect on food reward processing 
when compared with monetary reward. This observation does not support the assumption of  a general 
modality-independent increase of  neural reward signaling during a fasted state (21). Although previous 
studies observed an influence of  satiety status on monetary reward processing (49) as well as dysfunction-
al neuronal processing of  monetary reward in participants with obesity (50), our results point to a food 
reward–specific sensitization of  neural reward networks during an energy-deficient state. Since we only 
employed monetary reward as a second reward modality, whether other types of  rewards also remain unaf-
fected by satiety status still has to be assessed.

However, when fasted, brain activation was increased for all food reward levels. This indicates that physio-
logical hunger increases reactivity to food-related stimuli irrespective of their hedonic value but is in contrast to 
some previous studies, which found that physiological hunger increases reward processing only for high-calorie 

Table 1. Participant characteristics

Mean ± SD  
(minimum to maximum)

n total 23
Age (yr) 27.9 ± 5.6 (20.6–46.7)
BMI (kg/m2) 21.1 ± 1.9 (18.04–25)
Education (yr) 16.2 ± 1.4 (12–17)
Maximal lifetime weight (kg) 64.4 ± 6.6 (55–78)
MWT-B 30.5 ± 2.5 (26–36)A

EDE-Q 0.6 ± 0.5 (0–1.9)
BDI-II 3.5 ± 3.2 (0–10)A

MWT-B, Vocabulary-Based Test for the Assessment of 
Premorbid Intelligence; EDE-Q, Eating Disorder Examination 
Questionnaire; BDI-II, Beck Depression Inventory. AData missing 
for one person.
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stimuli, whereas satiety increases reward processing of low-calorie stimuli (20). This may be in part due to the 
fact that previous studies either used a passive delivery of food reward (for an overview, please see ref. 41) or 
performed a comparison between different stimuli types or different levels of reward during hunger (43), which 
in effect normalizes the observed signal, so that a general reward level–independent increase in reward process-
ing cannot be assessed. Furthermore, most previous studies were unable to directly compare reward modalities 
due to differences in task design (for example, Dean and colleagues, ref. 51, or Stice and colleagues, ref. 52). It 
is unclear if  physiological hunger increases reactivity to food-related stimuli irrespective of their hedonic value.

The results furthermore suggest a modulatory effect of  physiological hunger during expectation of  
food reward but not during reward outcome evaluation. Specifically, it influenced “wanting” for food by 
promoting a general increase of  activation irrespective of  reward level, whereas it had no effect on the 
“liking” of  food. Our results highlight the importance of  mesolimbic dopaminergic signaling during a 
state of  physiological hunger by stimulating food consumption via increased incentive motivation. Specif-
ically, together with previous observations of  increased neural reactivity in the striatum when anticipating 
food during physiological hunger (53, 54), it appears that food consumption in an energy-deficient state 
is mainly driven by an increased motivational processing of  food-related cues. Our findings question the 
old saying that “hunger is the best spice” (55) and suggest that, in line with the saying “the sizzle sells the 
steak,” hunger is a motivator for food consumption irrespective of  food type and palatability. The fact that 
hedonic reward evaluation during the receipt was not affected by satiety status is an interesting observation, 
considering overeating in the scope of  obesity in which individuals eat beyond their homeostatic needs. 
Opioid signaling, which is strongly involved in hedonic processing during the receipt of  rewards (21), is 
thought to enhance pleasure experienced during eating irrespective of  food type (56) via an enhancement 
of  palatability and suppression of  satiety signals (57). This indicates that overeating could be facilitated by 
a rewarding effect of  food that remains unaffected by the satiety status.

We also found that the higher the lifetime BMI, the lower the motivational food reward processing in 
the VS. Dysfunctional brain reward activation is a common observation in obese subjects (58), highlighting 
the importance of  altered homeostatic and hedonic interactions in obesity. However, obesity is commonly 
related to increased activation during anticipatory food reward (6, 59), and it has been postulated that, sim-
ilar to drug addiction, obesity is in part caused by a sensitization of  mesolimbic reward networks, leading 
to an abnormally increased incentive motivation for food-related reward (60).

Our observation that individual differences in ghrelin when satiated specifically influence the “wanting” of  
food (27, 61) is in line with previous observations in which injection of ghrelin in the VTA in rats increases pref-
erence for and motivation to obtain highly palatable food (62). Furthermore, in ghrelin receptor–deficient mice, 
cue potentiated feeding is disrupted and meal anticipatory behavior is reduced (63, 64), highlighting the impor-
tance of ghrelin signaling for feeding driven by external food-related cues (65), which has also been observed 

Table 2. Hormonal satiety parameters and hunger rating

Fasted  
(mean ± SD)

Satiated  
(mean ± SD)

t df P

Ghrelin total (fmol/ml) (n = 13) 936.1 ± 522.3 617.5 ± 277.6 3.7 12 0.003
PYY (pg/ml) (n = 14) 50.1 ± 13.4 126.8 ± 37.2 –7.5 13 <0.001
Glucose (mg/dl) (n = 23) 79.1 ± 8.9 95.7 ± 23.7 –3.3 22 0.003
Leptin (μg/ml) (n = 23) 5.6 ± 4.1 9 ± 5.6 –5.7 22 <0.001
Insulin (mU/ml) (n = 23) 5.3 ± 3.2 38.4 ± 27.8 –5.7 22 <0.001
Free fatty acids (mmol/l) (n = 23) 1.1 ± 0.3 0.3 ± 0.3 8.8 22 <0.001
Hunger rating before measurement  
(n = 22)

6.6 ± 2.1 1.1 ± 1.3 12.1 21 <0.001

Hunger rating after measurement  
(n = 22)

7.7 ± 1.9 1.6 ± 1.8 11.9 21 <0.001

Mood rating before measurement  
(n = 22)

6.8 ± 1.9 7.2 ± 0.9 –1.7 21 0.1

Mood rating after measurement  
(n = 22)

6.5 ± 1.9 6.6 ± 1.6 0.05 21 0.962

df, degrees of freedom; PYY, peptide tyrosine tyrosine.
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in individuals with obesity (39). Since ghrelin influenced brain reward processing in the sated state, our results 
add to the notion of ghrelin as an important contributor to hedonic eating where food is consumed due to its 
rewarding properties and not to maintain energy homeostasis (38).

A number of limitations have to be noted. We aimed to increase the specificity of our analyses by focusing 
on central hubs of the brain network relevant for the processing food reward (15). However, it is important to 
acknowledge the fact that our choice of ROIs was not comprehensive, as additional brain regions are involved in 
food reward processing. Furthermore, since we compared resting-state connectivity maps during different satiety 
levels using SPM8, we relied on random-field theory corrections to control the family-wise error rate, which can 
produce a very high degree of false positives, especially when employing a low cluster forming threshold (66). 
Although this has not affected our results since we observed no significant results, even at our rather lenient 
threshold, this has to be noted as a limitation of this study. Additionally, it has previously been shown that neu-
ral reward processing in women is influenced by the menstrual cycle (67), which was not controlled for in this 
study. This is a potential confounding aspect and should be addressed in future studies. Furthermore, since we 
employed abstract food stimuli, our observations may differ from tasks that include the receipt of actual taste 
stimuli during an fMRI scan. Although we previously found that our task was able to probe brain regions typical-
ly associated with the processing of food-related reward (3), and we aimed at investigating differences between 
reward modalities without the potential confounding effect of differing experimental protocols, this is a further 
limitation of this study. Finally, although the concepts of “wanting” and “liking” have become an integral part 
of research investigating neural food processing (68), the brain regions involved in these processes are still to 
some extent uncertain. For example, Berridge and colleagues found that subregions of the nucleus accumbens 
subserve bot motivational and hedonic processing of rewards (69, 70). However, investigating subcomponents 
of the nucleus accumbens with fMRI is not feasible due to restrictions in spatial resolution. When taking all of  
the evidence into account, one may conclude that, although striatal activation may account for both “wanting” 
and “liking,” when observing it during the anticipation phase of the task, it may be valid to state a causal relation 
with motivational aspects of reward processing (see for example, refs. 71, 72).

Taken together, we show for the first time to our knowledge in humans that “wanting” and “liking” of  
food are differentially related to satiety states, providing a framework for future neurobiological research 
in the field of  obesity and eating disorders. Our results add to the common observation that human eating 
behavior is closely related to reward processing in mesocorticolimbic reward circuits (73).

Figure 1. Incentive delay task. At the beginning of each trial, participants were presented with a cue depicting the 
amount of money (monetary incentive delay task) or snack points (SP; food incentive delay task) to be won. A circle 
with two horizontal lines represented 1 EUR or 10 SP, a circle with one line represented 0.2 EUR or 2 SP, and an empty 
circle represented 0 EUR or 0 SP. After a delay period, participants had to react by pressing a left or right button 
according to the position of the triangle. During the feedback phase, participants were informed about the amount won 
during the respective trial. Immediately after the fMRI scan, participants received the amount of money won and were 
able to choose snacks from a basket according to the amount of SP won.
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Methods

Participants
Twenty-five healthy women took part in the study (Table 1). All participants underwent the Structured 
Clinical Interview for the DSM-IV (SCID) (74) and filled out the Beck Depression Inventory (75). All 
participants were right handed, female, over the age of  18 years, and were required to have a BMI of  
between 18 kg/m2 and 25 kg/m2. Exclusion criteria included claustrophobia, metallic implants, pregnancy, 
and lifetime diagnoses of  eating disorder, bipolar disorder, borderline personality disorder, psychosis, and 
alcohol or drug abuse. Furthermore, participants currently dieting or experiencing significant weight fluc-
tuations over the past 9 months were excluded. Participants were recruited via advertisements and flyers. 
Two participants had to be excluded due to an unusual high error rate during the experimental tasks (Zs > 
3). Participants received a fixed reimbursement for their participation in the study (100 EUR) in addition to 
the amount of  money (maximal 60 EUR) and SP (maximal 600 SP) won during both time points.

Figure 2. Neural activation during the expectation and receipt of food reward is differentially related to satiety status. (A) During the expectation of 
food-related reward, percentage signal change extracted from the right and left ventral striatum was influenced by reward level (F(1,22) = 13.17, P < 0.001, 
F(1,22) = 12.1, P < 0.001, respectively, n = 23) as well as satiety state (F(1,22) = 5.09, P = 0.034, F(1,22) = 6.78, P = 0.016, respectively, n = 23). We observed no 
interaction between reward level and satiety state (all P values > 0.35). (B) During the receipt of food-related reward, percentage signal change extracted 
from the right, left, and medial orbitofrontal cortex was influenced by reward level (F(1,22) = 6.36, P = 0.004, F(1,22) = 8.66, P = 0.001, F(1,22) = 4.83, P = 
0.013, respectively, n = 23) but not by satiety state (all P values > 0.2, n = 23). We observed no interaction between reward level and satiety state (all P 
values > 0.17). Repeated-measures ANOVAs were used for the statistical analysis. In box-and-whisker plots, horizontal bars indicate the medians, boxes 
indicate 25th to 75th percentiles, and whiskers indicate 10th and 90th percentiles.
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Procedure
Participants were scanned twice on two different days in a counterbalanced fashion, once after having fast-
ed for 24 hours and once immediately after lunch. The mean interval between measurements was 10.2 days 
(SD = 5.8 days). Every scan occurred at lunch time, starting at 12:00 a.m. and ending at 2:00 p.m. During 
the fasted state, participants were asked to refrain from eating anything for 24 hours prior to the measure-
ment, though they could drink water or herbal tea. They were instructed to eat lunch as usual around 11:00 
and 12:00 a.m. on the previous day. During the satiety condition, participants received a standardized meal 
containing approximately 650 kcal 1 hour prior to scanning. Participants also received a meal after mea-
surement during the fasting condition. The order of  the two experimental sessions was randomized: half  of  
the participants first underwent the fasting session and the other half  participated first in the satiety session 
(within-subject cross over design). To verify the satiety status of  participants, we assessed serum glucose, 
insulin, free fatty acids levels, and peptide tyrosine tyrosine (PYY), a hormone essential in the reduction (76) 
of  hunger (Table 2). There was a significant difference among all four parameters when comparing fasting 
and satiety values (all P values < 0.003, Table 2), indicating that all participants complied with the fasting 

Figure 3. Neural activation during monetary reward processing. (A) During the expectation of monetary-related reward, percentage signal change 
extracted from the right and left ventral striatum was influenced by reward level (F(1,21) = 21.47, P < 0.001, F(1,21) = 28.06, P < 0.001, n = 22, respective-
ly) but not by satiety state (all P values > 0.47, n = 23). We observed no interaction between reward level and satiety state (all P values > 0.47, n = 23). 
(B) During the receipt of food-related reward, percentage signal change extracted from the right and left orbitofrontal cortex was neither influenced by 
reward level nor by satiety state (all P values > 0.09, n = 23). Activity in the medial orbitofrontal cortex was influence by reward level (F(1,21) = 12.36, P < 
0.001, n = 23) but not by satiety state (P = 0.81, n = 23). We observed an interaction effect between reward level and satiety state in the medial orbitof-
rontal cortex (F(2,42) = 4.26, P = 0.021, n = 23) but the right or left orbitofrontal cortex (all P values > 0.34, n = 23). Repeated-measures ANOVAs were 
used for the statistical analysis. In box-and-whisker plots, horizontal bars indicate the medians, boxes indicate 25th to 75th percentiles, and whiskers 
indicate 10th and 90th percentiles.
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instruction. Prior to scanning, participants were presented with a basket containing all the foods they could 
trade for the SP to be won during the FID task (Table 3).

All psychometric evaluations and the SCID interview occurred during the sated condition. Participants 
filled out a number of  self-report and demographic questionnaires and were asked about their eating and 
dieting behaviors. Specifically, we employed a Vocabulary-Based Test for the Assessment of  Premorbid 
Intelligence (77), the Eating Disorder Examination Questionnaire (78), the Maudsley Obsessive-Compul-
sive Inventory (79), and the Barrat Impulsivity Scale (80).

Biochemical analysis of hormonal parameters
On both days, blood samples were taken shortly before the fMRI measurement (at around 11:45 a.m.) After 
the blood was centrifuged at 4°C, the serum was separated and stored at −80°C. Insulin and leptin were 
measured using materials mentioned later in the sentence based on a sandwich ELISA assay from Mer-
ck Millipore (Merck KGA; ghrelin, catalog EZGRT-89K; insulin, catalog EZHIASF-14K; leptin, catalog 
EZHL-80SK; PYY, catalog EZHPYYT66K), with a detection limit of  0.85 μU/ml and 0.2 ng/ml, respec-
tively. For ghrelin and PYY analyses, Pefabloc (Sigma-Aldrich) and DPP4 inhibitors (Sigma-Aldrich) were 
added immediately to the blood. Additionally, for ghrelin analyses, serum was acidified to protect the active 
form of  ghrelin. Therefore, the ghrelin total values contain both acyl and des-acyl ghrelin. Each sample 
was measured in duplicate. The intra-assay coefficients of  variation for insulin were 2.58% and 2.19% at 
concentrations of  7.75 and 45.63 μU/ml, respectively. The inter-assay coefficients of  variations at these 
concentrations were below 4% and 12%, respectively. For leptin, the intra-assay coefficients of  variations 
were 0.17% and 3.16% at concentrations of  2.52 and 15.82 ng/ml, respectively. The inter-assay coefficients 
of  variations at these concentrations were below 21% and 10%, respectively. The intra-assay coefficients of  
variation for total ghrelin were 3.4% and 4.9% at concentrations of  509.54 and 2,053.5 μU/ml, respectively. 
The inter-assay coefficients of  variations at these concentrations were below 3% and 4%, respectively. The 
intra-assay coefficients of  variation for PYY were 8.6% and 5.4% at concentrations of  135.65 and 499.31 
μU/ml, respectively. The inter-assay coefficients of  variations at these concentrations were below 11% and 

Figure 4. Interaction analyses during the expectation of reward. The top row shows the percentage signal change 
extracted from the left VS during the expectation of food-related reward and monetary-related reward during the 
fasted state (red line with circles) and the sated state (black line with squares) divided according to reward level (as 
indicated on the x axis). The bottom row shows the signal change extracted from the right VS during the expectation of 
food- and monetary-related reward during different satiety states. Error bars indicate SEM.
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6%, respectively. Glucose concentrations were performed at the central laboratory of  the University of  
Heidelberg on a Siemens Advia 2400 device using the hexokinase method. Due to technical reasons, the 
ghrelin values could not be evaluated for 10 participants and the PYY values could not be measured for 9 
participants, leaving 13 and 14 participants for the ghrelin and PYY analyses, respectively.

Figure 5. Interaction analyses during the receipt of reward. The top row shows the percentage signal change extracted from 
the left OFC during the receipt of food-related reward and monetary-related reward during the fasted state (red line with circles) 
and the sated state (black line with squares) divided according to reward level (as indicated on the x axis). The middle row shows 
the signal change extracted from the right OFC during the receipt of food- and monetary-related reward during different satiety 
states. The bottom row shows the signal change extracted from the medial OFC during the receipt of food- and monetary-related 
reward during different satiety states. Error bars indicate SEM.
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Incentive delay tasks
We used two types of  incentive delay tasks to measure monetary- and food-related reward processing, 
a MID task and a FID task (Figure 1). In the MID task, participants were able to win a certain amount 
of  money, which was paid out immediately after scanning, whereas they could win SP in the FID task, 
which could be exchanged for sweet and salty snacks as well as beverages and fruits immediately after 
the MRI measurement. The use of  SP allows us to directly compare food- with monetary-related rewards 
as well as to avoid variance caused by interindividual differences in food preferences. Both tasks differed 
only in the modality of  reward type; task timing and structure were identical. The MID task is a well-es-
tablished paradigm to probe reward-related processing (3), whereas the FID task has been found to reli-
ably induce activity in brain regions related to the anticipation and receipt of  food reward (15).

Participants completed four blocks of  reward tasks consisting of  55 trials per block. The sequence 
was either snack-money-snack-money or money-snack-money-snack and was counterbalanced over par-
ticipants. There was a short break in the middle of  the sequence. Potential rewards varied over three 
levels that were indicated using graphical cues. Each trial lasted 6.25 seconds and started with the pre-
sentation of  a symbol (duration = 750 ms) indicating the potential amount of  money or number of  SP to 
be won with a correct response (i.e., 1 EUR, 0.2 EUR, or 0 EUR for the MID task and 10 SP, 2 SP, or 0 
SP for the FID task). After an anticipation period (duration = 3.000 ms), during which a cross hair was 
presented, participants had to correctly react to one of  two symbols (triangle pointing to the right or to 
the left), with a left or right button press corresponding to the direction of  the triangle (index or middle 
finger of  the right hand) within a fixed interval of  1.000 milliseconds. The comparably long time range 
allocated for the reaction during the detection task resulted in a very high success rate. To guarantee a 
steady rate of  reward versus nonreward throughout all trials, we employed a probabilistic reward pattern 
in which reward was not paid out in 30 predefined trials of  the 80 reward trials. Following target presen-
tation participants were presented with a feedback (duration = 1.500 ms) displaying the amount of  mon-
ey or SP won during the respective trial and about the cumulative total. In order to increase statistical 
efficiency, trials were separated by jittered intertrial intervals ranging from 1 to 8 seconds, with a mean of  
3.5 seconds. An incorrect button press resulted in 0 payout, whereas a penalty of  –1 EUR or –10 SP was 
applied if  participants failed to react. The maximal amount to be won during the MID task was 30 EUR 
and 300 SP during the FID task, with any snack of  the basket being worth 50 SP, allowing a maximum 
of  6 snacks to be taken. Subjects were shown the money and snack basket before entering the scanner.

Before entering the scanner, participants performed a practice version of both tasks, lasting 3 minutes each, 
for which they received neither payment nor snacks. Additionally, participants performed a response inhibition 
task (unpublished observations). During scanning, participants viewed visual stimuli on a projection screen via 

Figure 6. Neural food reward processing is related to hormonal satiety parameters and lifetime maximal weight. (A) Percent-
age signal change of BOLD activation extracted from the right ventral striatum during the expectation of food-related reward 
(high reward: 10 snack points) when satiated was positively related to ghrelin total values (Pearson r(11) = 0.611, P = 0.027, 
2-tailed correlation, n = 13). (B) Percentage signal change of BOLD activation extracted from the left ventral striatum during the 
expectation of a food-related reward (high reward: 10 snack points) during the fasted state was negatively related to lifetime 
maximal weight (r(21) = –0.433, P = 0.039, 2-tailed correlation, n = 23).
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a mirror fixed to the head coil. The 
duration of each block was 9.15 
minutes, with a total duration of  
36.6 minutes for all four blocks.

fMRI acquisition
Images were collected using a 
3-T Siemens Trio MRI scanner 
(Siemens Medical Solutions) 
equipped with a 32-channel head 
coil. Participant’s heads were sta-
bilized by foam padding around 
the head within the coil to min-
imize head movements. Each 
functional run lasted 9.15 min-

utes, with 275 volumes per run. In order to minimize susceptibility artifacts in the OFC, 30 oblique slices 
(interleaved acquisition) with a 10° angle relative to the AC-PC axis were acquired with 1-mm interslice 
gap, using a T2*-sensitive single-shot EPI sequence with the following parameters: repetition time (TR) 
= 2,000 milliseconds, echo time (TE) = 30 milliseconds; this resulted in an in-plane resolution of  3 × 3 × 
4 mm3, flip angle of  80°, and field of  view of  192 × 192 mm. Furthermore, high-resolution T1 MPRAGE 
anatomical images were acquired (192 slices; voxel size 1 × 1 × 1 mm3; TR = 1,570 ms; TE = 2.63 ms; 9° 
flip angle) for anatomical reference.

Analysis of fMRI data
Preprocessing. fMRI data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/soft-
ware/spm8/). To account for magnetic field equilibration, four volumes from the start of each functional run 
were excluded from the analysis. All functional images were inspected manually for artefacts. Functional scans 
were slice time corrected with reference to the first slice using SPM8’s Fourier phase-shift interpolation. Images 
were then realigned, with the allowed motion limited to ±4-mm translation and ±3° of rotation over the entire 
experiment, and unwarped to correct for artifacts due to susceptibility-by-movement interactions. Individual T1 
images were coregistered with the mean T2* images and subsequently segmented. Both structural and function-
al images were normalized to the standard anatomical Montreal Neurological Institute (MNI) space using the 
transformation parameters from the segmentation and bilinear interpolation as implemented in SPM, resulting 
in a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 4 mm3 for the functional images and a voxel size of 1 mm3 for the high-resolution ana-
tomic images. Furthermore, functional images were smoothed with an 8-mm full-width half-maximum isotropic 
Gaussian kernel. Finally, a 128-second high-pass filter was used to remove low-frequency noise and signal drift.

Analysis. At the single-subject level, a general linear model was constructed by separately modeling regres-
sors for the three different anticipation phases for each reward modality (i.e., anticipation of 1 EUR, 0.2 EUR, 
and 0 EUR and anticipation of 10 SP, 2 SP, and 0 SP) and the five different outcome phases (i.e., receipt or 
omission of 1 EUR, 0.2 EUR, and 0 EUR and receipt or omission of 10 SP, 2 SP and 0 SP) as explanatory vari-
ables convolved with the γ-variate function described by Cohen (81). The targets and error trials were included as 
regressors of no interest. Based on our a priori hypothesis, we then extracted the mean percentage signal change 
for each regressor using MarsBaR (82) in predefined ROIs. Our motivation to focus on ROI analysis instead of  
a more traditional whole-brain analysis was to increase the specificity of our analysis. We used the same task in 
previous studies (7, 15, 19) and found the VS and lOFC to be crucial for the neural processing of food-related 
rewards. For the analysis of the expectation phase, we defined masks for the bilateral VS. Based on a previous 
fMRI study from our group (15) in which we employed the same food reward task in a sample of 27 healthy 
women, we created 8-mm-diameter spheres centered on the peak activation observed in this study during the 
anticipation of a high food-related reward compared with no food-related reward (expectation of 10 SP versus 
expectation of 0 SP) in both the right and left VS (MNI space: x = 12, y = 2, z = 2, for the right VS and MNI: 
x = –9, y = 8, z = –6, for the left VS). For the analysis of the receipt reward phase, we created 8-mm-diameter 
spheres centered on the peak activation during the receipt of a food-related reward compared with the receipt of  
no food-related reward (receipt of 10 SP versus receipt of 0 SP) in both the right and left OFC (MNI: x = 42, y = 
41, z = –14, for the right OFC and MNI: x = –39, y = 47, z = –6, for the left OFC). Due to the common observa-

Figure 7. Anatomical brain reward mask. Anatomical mask used to identify 
the reward network from the group independent component analysis. The 
mask contained the bilateral caudatus, putamen, thalamus, anterior cin-
gulate cortex, and medial orbitofrontal cortex. The mask was created using 
the Wake Forest University PickAtlas, and all regions were taken from the 
Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas.
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tion of mOFC activation during the evaluation of rewards (8), we constructed a 8-mm-diameter sphere centered 
on the peak of activation (MNI: x = 0, y = 48, z = 6) observed in a previous study in which we analyzed neural 
activation during the receipt of monetary reward (83). The extracted percentage signal change was then used to 
perform random-effects analyses using SPSS version 22 (IBM Corp.).

At the group level, extracted percentage signal change was entered into a repeated-measures ANOVA to 
assess influences of metabolic state, reward modality, and reward level on brain activation. ANOVAs were per-
formed separately for the expectation (using signal change extracted from the right and left VS) and receipt phase 
(using signal change extracted from the right OFC, left OFC, and mOFC). At first we performed a 3-way ANO-
VA with reward modality, satiety state, and reward level as independent variables, and the respective brain acti-
vation estimates (i.e., percentage signal change) as dependent variable. To specify modality-specific influences of  
metabolic state and reward level, we further performed 2-way ANOVAs, with metabolic state and reward level as 
independent and brain activation estimates as dependent variables. Correlational analyses between percentage 
signal change and psychometric measures as well as homeostatic parameters were performed using the Pearson 
product-moment correlation coefficient (2 tailed). Given the complex mechanisms of hunger regulation, we 
only investigated specific influences of ghrelin signaling when satiated.

Resting-state data analysis
Data acquisition. Before performing the event-related reward task, every participant underwent a resting-state 
MR acquisition lasting 5.3 minutes. 160 images were collected with the same parameters as during the task 
(i.e., 30 oblique interleaved slices with 1-mm interslice gap using a T2*-sensitive single-shot EPI sequence); 
the only difference was that the slices were acquired parallel to the AC-PC axis (as opposed to employing a 
10° angle relative to the AC-PC axis as during the task). Participants were instructed to keep still with their 
eyes closed, not to think of  anything in particular, and not to fall asleep.

Data preprocessing
Resting-state fMRI (rs-fMRI) data were preprocessed and analyzed with SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/
spm/software/spm8/). To account for magnetic field equilibration, four volumes from the start of each func-
tional run were excluded from the analysis. Resting-state functional images were processed using the same 

Figure 8. Reward component derived from the 
group independent component analysis. The brain 
reward network obtained using a spatial group 
independent component analysis and subsequent 
spatial correlation with an a priori defined structural 
mask of relevant brain reward regions (correlation 
with the template mask, r = 0.341). The obtained 
component was included in a random-effect 
analysis using a 1-sample t test, with age and BMI 
as covariates of no interest (n = 23). The statistical 
map was thresholded at a cluster-defining thresh-
old of P < 0.001 uncorrected (cluster size k > 10). We 
observed significant clusters of activation at a fam-
ily-wise error corrected cluster level threshold of P 
< 0.05 in the bilateral striatum, posterior cingulate 
cortex, inferior parietal cortex, lingual gyrus, inferior 
and superior frontal gyrus, precuneus, medial and 
lateral orbitofrontal cortex, occipital cortex, and the 
postcentral gyrus. We observed no results when 
comparing component activity between metabolic 
states using a 2-sample t test with age and BMI as 
covariates of no interest.
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procedure as during the event-related task: slice-time cor-
rection, realignment, and unwarping to correct for suscep-
tibility-by-movement interactions; coregistration with mean 
T2* images and segmentation; normalization to MNI space 
using the transformation parameters from the segmenta-
tion, resulting in a voxel size of 3 × 3 × 4 mm3; and finally 
images were smoothed using an 8-mm full-width half-max-
imum isotropic Gaussian kernel. To evaluate the quality of  
our rs-fMRI data, we performed a manual inspection of  
all images (no participant exceeded ±2.5-mm translational 
movement or ±2° rotation over the entire 160 data points) 
and used the TsDiffAna toolbox (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.
ac.uk/spm/ext/#TSDiffAna) to control for data arte-
facts. Furthermore, we employed Artifact Detection Tools 
(http://www.nitrc.org/projects/artifact_detect) to identify 
problematic time points during the scan. An image was 
identified as an outlier if  the head displacement exceeded 
a threshold of 2-mm normalized movement in any direc-
tion or if  the global mean intensity threshold in the image 
exceeded three SDs from the mean image intensity for the 
entire scan. During the fasted state, the mean amount of  
motion outliers was 0 ± 0 and the mean amount of intensi-
ty outliers was 4.91 ± 6.29; during the satiety condition, the 
mean amount of motion outliers was 0 ± 0 and the mean 
amount of intensity outliers was 6.39 ± 13.84. Importantly, 

the two time-points did not differ with regard to the number of intensity-related outliers (t(46) = –0.6, P = 0.55).

ICA
We performed a spatial group ICA (84) using the Group ICA fMRI Toolbox (GIFT; http://mialab.mrn.
org/software/) to identify temporally coherent resting-state networks. The dimensionality of  the pre-
processed rs-fMRI data from each subject was reduced through principal component analysis. Using the 
high-model-order ICA approach proposed by Allen et al. (85), the data were then decomposed into 75 spa-
tial independent components based on the infomax algorithm (86) implemented in GIFT. We performed 20 
ICA (ICASSO) to ensure stability of  the estimated components. For each subject, component spatial maps 
were reconstructed (using GICA3, ref. 87) and converted to z values.

Component selection
We employed a spatial correlation to identify the reward network from the resulting components. To this 
end, we employed an anatomical mask containing the bilateral caudatus, putamen, thalamus, anterior cin-
gulate cortex, and mOFC (Figure 7). The mask was created using the Wake Forest University PickAtlas 
(88), and all regions were taken from the Automated Anatomical Labeling atlas (89). We chose the compo-
nent with the highest correlation with the template mask (r = 0.341).

Differences in functional connectivity between satiety states
To assess differences between fasting and satiety in functional connectivity within the brain reward network, 
individual component images were included in a random-effect analysis and compared using a 2-sample t 
test, with age and BMI as covariates of  no interest. We employed a cluster-defining threshold of  P < 0.001 
uncorrected (cluster size k > 10) and report results significant at a family-wise error corrected cluster level 
threshold of  P < 0.05. Results were masked using the anatomical mask of  the brain reward network.

Statistics
Analyses of  event-related fMRI data were performed using SPM8 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/soft-
ware/spm8/), brain activation estimates were extracted using MarsBaR (82) and analyzed using SPSS ver-
sion 22 (IBM Corp.), resting-state MR data was analyzed using SPM8 and GIFT (http://mialab.mrn.org/

Table 3. Food items tradable for snack points

Amount included in 
the snack basket

Salty, savory foods Sausage snack (BiFi, 25 g) 5
Crisps (salt, 50 g) 1

Salty crackers (Tuc, 100 g) 1
Salt sticks (125 g) 1
Peanuts (150 g) 2

Nut and raisin mix (125 g) 1
Sweet foods Snickers (40 g) 5

Mars (45 g) 7
Twix (58 g) 6

Cereal bar (Balisto, 18.5 g) 9
Chocolate cookie (PickUp, 28 g) 5

M&Ms (40 g) 5
Gummy bears (75 g) 4

Fruit Apple 1
Banana 1

Seasonal fruit (orange or pear) 1
Beverages Water (0.5 l) 1

Coca-Cola (0.5 l) 1
Carbonated apple juice (Lift, 0.5 l) 1

Each item was worth 50 snack points.
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software/). Means of  extracted percentage signal change were compared using ANOVA models: at first we 
performed a 3-way ANOVA with reward modality, satiety state, and reward level as independent variables 
and the respective brain activation estimates (i.e., percentage signal change) as dependent variable. To spec-
ify modality-specific influences of  metabolic state and reward level, we further performed 2-way ANOVAs 
with metabolic state and reward level as independent and brain activation estimates as dependent variables. 
When appropriate, post-hoc tests were performed using a 2-tailed Student’s t test. Pearson correlations were 
calculated to determine the association between activation estimates and hormonal satiety parameters as 
well as clinical variables. P < 0.05 was considered statistically significant.
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